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SJSU hosts Sweating to the oldies
conference
Conference combines HIV,
disabilities with education
By Cynthia Pickerrell
Spartan Milt Staff Writer

An unprecedented Santa
Clara County HIV and Disabilities conference will be held
today in the Student Union. The
conference features experts in
the fields of disability and HIV
who will speak on several pertinent issues concerning the two
communities.
’The whole point is
to bring the two (communities) together,"
director of the conference Naz Motayar said.
"We have a lot of HIV
educators who do not
know much about disability. And we have a
lot of people who work with disabled people who don’t necessarily know about HIV, so they
can’t provide HIV education."
Combining the resources and
efforts of the disabled and HIV
communitiesmaking each
aware of the otheris the goal
of the conference. Students and
members of the HIV and disabled communities are encouraged to attend the seminars._
Two basic facts underlie the
theme of the conference.
The passing of the American

Disabilities Act last year made it
possible for HIV infected individuals to claim disability rights,
depending on their symptoms.
Also, traditionally disabled
persons (wheelchair restricted,
mentally disabled and sight or
hearing impaired) have failed to
be targeted with AIDS prevention because of societal myths.
"It is the perception of our
society that disabled
people don’t have sex,
that they shouldn’t
have sex or aren’t
active," Motayar said.
"So they’re not getting
educated about HIV."
Along with the safer
sex issue, the conference addresses the ADA and the
resources available to both communities through its passing into
law.
Keynote speaker Frank Lester,
the Deaf AIDS Coordinator at
UC San Francisco, is concerned
with deaf people who are aware
of available services but not
using them.
One reason is their fear of
confidentiality, although his program does enforce it.
See AIDS. page 4

Drinking linked
to smaller testes
By Michelle Lau
Sparta’, !EA Staff Writtr

If males drink alcohol excessively, they may find that in additioti to brain damage, their testes
will shrink.
That’s what Professor Joanne
Ket r of the biology department
said while discussing her findings in an extensive study of how
alcohol affects the body.
Over and over again, through
commercial slogans and concerned counselors, society constantly reminds students of the
detrimental effects of alcohol.
But clearly statistics prove the
advice doesn’t seem to matter.
1:ollege studetits feel invincible, like nothing will happen to
them," Kerr said.
"Alcohol is a problem on
many levels: health, social and
economic. Alcohol is the largest
problem in the United States.
It’s up there with AIDS and can-

cer," she said.
"Alcohol can be very toxic. It
can be very dangerous.
Kerr began her study over 10
years ago while in graduate
school at UCLA. She became fascinated with the subject when
one of her professors began conducting research on alcohol.
"It has a lot of societal implications," said Professor Michael
Sneary of the biology department, speaking of the importance of Kerr’s study. According
to Sneary, Kerr’s research benefits anyone who wants to understand alcohol metabolism and
how it is dealt with in the human
body.
Kerr also teaches biology
classes at SJSU as well as finds
time to work on the project yearround and throughout school
breaks.
According to Kerr, whose
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From left to right, Doug Sprock, Todd Smith, Melissa O’Sullivan and
Rachel Haws perform a dance from the production of "Those

Students apathetic in search for first job
By Dtaana Wood
Spartan ltaat Staff Wrnr,

The Summer and Co-op Job
Fair has come and gone. Empty
chairs and tables were all that
was left after thousands of interested students quickly made professional contacts in the few
hours allotted for that purpose
Wednesday.
The job fair was attended by
as many as 2,800 students and
close to 100 organizations, said
Lina Melkonian, assistant director of Career Planning and
Placement.

The job fair focused on sum- not unique to TIT though. It’s a
mer employment and co-op national trend, Melkonian said.
opportunities. A co-op means ’The sense of apathy among students is backfiring. It
students work full time
(the job search) takes
one semester, then
around
double the effort and
study full time the next.
students are shutting
Co-ops can also involve
their eyes to it"
part-time employment
Senior Kama Rosen is
while the student is in
studying advertising and
school.
(;i1111(111’,
said she hopes to get an
Last year’s job fail
internship for the sumwas attended by 3,500
students. Melkonian attributed mer. She attended one job fair
the decreased attendance to stu- last year that focused on full-time
job opportunities. She said
dent apathy.
"It’s an absolute shame. It’s because she was interested in

See KERR, page 4

Spring philosophy

Hammer dedicates
Japanese memorial
By Can Broglia
Spartan laaify Stall Writet

A piece of history will be
unveiled tomorrow in the plaza
of the Federal building, between
S. First and S. Second Streets.
The ceremony to unveil the
bronze sculpture will take place
at noon on the Second Street
side facing the Camera 3 cinemas.
Mayor Susan Hammer and
Rep. Norm Mineta (D-15th District) will dedicate the new
Japanese-American Internment
Memorial.
Speakers at the event will
include world renowned sculptor, Ruth Asawa and Richard
Tanaka, chairman of the San
Jose commission on the intern-

ment of local Japanese-Americans.
Mineta, Asawa and Tanaka
were all interned in California
during World War II.
The San Jose Commission on
the Internment of Local Japanese-Americans with members of
the San Jose Arts Commission,
looked for an artist who had
been interned.
Mary Rubin of the San Jose
office of cultural affairs said
there was an extensive search for
the proper artist to complete the
memorial. The committee eventually chose native Ruth Asawa.
Asawa, a San Francisco-based
artist, has done extensive work in
See SCULPTURE. page 3

Fabulous Forties" Thursday in the Spartan Complex. They are
members of the Jazz Dance Ensemble.

internships. it was not that helpful for her at the time.
Rosen said specific job skills
should be learned once hired.
"A lot is what you learn on the
job. The biggest challenge is to
sell yourself on the interview.
"I feel very afraid of the job
market and the economy. But
regardless of the economy, people still need to advertise," Rosen
said. She has not found a summer internship, but has a list of
employers she plans to contact.
10B FAIR page 4

Campus clubs simulate
U.N. General Assembly
By laurel Anderson
SPartan !YAK Staff Wntrt

The Model United Nations
club is reaching out to SJSU students to teach them how the
U.N. functions and helping
them learn how to solve world
issues.
Club members participate in simulations
of U.N. conferences.
Clubs on other college
campuses around the
1’ tilted States meet
ot it a semester to hol, I
a simulated U.N. conference. The SIS1’
M.U.N. club would participate in
the FarWest conference in April.
M.U.N. clubs are assigned to
represent various countries. Students role-play as delegates and
participate in a U.N. General
Assembly. The delegates also

serve on «manatees at the simulation that includes the U.N.
Security Count il. tIN. Environmental committee and the Economic Council committee.
"Students research to come
up with the assigned countries’
actual positions on the topics
that are in front of the
committee," said political science major
David Field, who Organized the dub.
The topics include
such issues as global
warming, the situation
in Bosnia, economic
development in Third World
coulitries and US-Japanese trade
problems.
"We try and orchestrate things
through speaking formally in
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Ha Le shields her head from the sun Wednesday during her philosophy class, which was held outside because of the heat.

See CLUB.
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Editorial
Too much reliance
placed on welfare
is about time our government took a
/ttough stance on welfare.What do people
who have collected weltair have to show for
their months and years on the public dole?
Obviously they have not starved, but are these
recipients any closer to landing a job? It is
doubtful.
Any employer will wonder what they have been
doing for the last six months, or two years,
whichever applies.
The Clinton administration is considering a
welfare plan that denies any benefits to people
who do not work.
This is a necessary improvement on the current system, which allows people to stay on welfare for years without developing job skills. Those
who do not wish to work should get no help from
the government.
Under the new plan being drawn up by Clinton’s task force, states (apparently not the federal
government) would pay private companies to
hire recipients for a limited period of time. Those
who fail to work receive no welfare money.
If people are required to work to receive benefits, they’ll build marketable job skills. After working long enough at low pay, most recipients will
opt to leave the welfare system for permanent,
better-paying jobs.
The task force also wants the government to
spend $2 billion a year on child care. Welfare
mothers under the age of 18 would be required
to live with their parents to receive benefits. This
is an apparent attempt to prevent teen-age pregnancy.
The child-care provision is absolutely critical to
the plan’s success. If $2 billion is not enough to
provide child care to all welfare mothers, more
money should be allocated.
Mothers should be helped off the welfare system permanently. A chance to build marketable
skills would help them do just that
The welfare system of today does little to provide people on welfare with concrete opportunities to work in private companies for demanding
employers.
If a company is unhappy with an employee, the
employee can be fired.
With structured job opportunities and a large
enough stick to push welfare recipients into the
workplace, most recipients should want to, and be
able to, become productive members of society.
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WHAT’S WRONG
IT L E RICKY?

STATYUNVISISM
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Extreme feminism can lead
to trouble

I HEARD ABOUT THE NEW
INFORMATION SUPERHIGHWAY
AND I’M WORRIED SICK ABOUT
GETTING A SPEEDING TICKETIII

HEATHER HAYES
Writer’s Forum
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The importance of learning
/hope to graduate in May,
but I am afraid I have not
gotten my money’s worth
out of college.
I can blame the system, but I
know it’s my own fault. In my
five years in college, I have spent
too much time planning on
studying rather than doing it.
There have been days when
going to the beach or taking a
bike ride have served as alternatives to lectures. I don’t want to
be considered ignorant or lazy
for those past days because I
realize where 1 have erred.
But during our learning years
in college, too much emphasis is
put on graduating. Students concentrate on the final product,
not the process of getting there.
We think we are too smart for
lectures and we can dazzle the
world without taking the general
education requirements. After
all, how many times in our lives
have we said, "What am I learning this for? I will never use it in
my life."
So instead of taking the time
to learn something, some students pierce their tongues, eyebrows and scrota. Others drown
in a beer can or pick up a drug
habit
During my first two years of
college I thought those things

KIRA RATMANSKY
Hodge Podge
’Instead of taking the
time to learn
something, some
students pierce their
tongues, eyebrows,
and scrota.’
were cool. After all, everybody
has a vice, myself included.
Except now that I am getting
older, I need more than just the
vice. I want to be respected as a
professional.
I worry I am not prepared to
meet my new needs. I may know
some things, but I do not know
it all. Would I know it all if I
never missed a class? Would I be
enlightened like Buddha if I
contemplated all my lecture
materiali’
When it comes to being an

interesting conversationalist, you
have to be able to talk about
more than how you got pierced
or how hard you partied. College never taught me strive for
the sky and be the most intelligent person possible.
The
general
education
requirements, however, helped
me realize the importance of
intelligence. I have used the aitlea] thinking concepts in my writing and the math in my
research.
I did not study hard enough,
though. It’s too bad I leaned
about intelligence the hard way
by not knowing things during
a conversation.
I cannot change my college
experience now and I am not
sure that I would if I were given
a chance. My days of beach
going and bike riding have had
their rewards. I still cannot
promise myself I will be in class
on the next sunny day.
But next time I miss class, I
will think twice. I will fear that,
during my absence, the teacher
will discuss an elightenment
technique to life out of college.
Kira Ratmansky is a Daily staff
columnist. Her column appears
every other Friday

Letter to the Editor

Christianity encourages values
Editor:
In response to Heather
Hayes’ column, March 1, I tend
to believe that she is being
rather biased and somewhat
ignorant about the facts in her
point of view ... "Prayer in
school not within constitutional
rights."
She begins by referring to the
proclamation found on all US
currency, "In God we trust," as
being something everyone is
made to bear even though "they
don’t believe" in it. That’s like
saying the word liberty" should
be excluded because a possible
racist should have the same liberties he or she does and therefore is being forced to agree with
that idea.
The column proceeds on with
its skewed view to say, "Sunday, in
Christianity, has been pro-

claimed as a day of rest ... and
businesses "are forced to
observe." Who’s doing the forcing? I personally don’t recall
President Clinton, Bush or Congress passing a national law that
forced me not to operate or do
business on Sunday. I guess we
live in different worlds.
She continues that people are
cramming religion down people’s throats last time I spoke or
had any contact with a Christian,
we talked about school units and
getting jobs. I guess I was too
dazzled by his pearly whites to
notice him cramming all six-barrels of Christianity down my
throat.
She finally digs her grave by
saying, and I quote, "your freedom ends where my nose
begins." So I can assume if she
sees me praying, she can either

ignore me or look somewhere
else. The same thing I would,
and could, do if I saw her doing
something I didn’t agree with.
I could and would understand her disagreement toward
prayer or any other type of religious act, if it were detrimental
to our society. Christianity is not
encouraging drugs, violence, or
irresponsibility. On the contrary,
true Christianity encourages:
responsibility, morality, justice,
honesty, values, happiness, social
awareness, and peace, to mention a few things. If this is what is
being crammed, and if this is
how we are disregarding millions
of children, then we as a society
are finally taking a step to ensure
a better world for tomorrow.

TAN DAILY, School of journalism
and Mass Communications, San
_Jose State University, One Washington Square, San Jose, CA
95192. Fax articles to (408) 9243282.
Articles and letters MUST
contain the author’s name,
address, phone number, signature and major.
Contributions must be typed
or submitted on a 3.5- inch
computer disk using Microsoft
Word on the Macintosh. Always
bring a printout of your submission.

’The feminazi is an
unsmiling, hostile, angry,
Lorena Bobbitt-type female
who would slaughter men,
or cut off certain valuable
appendages, if it were
legal.’
Feminazis are giving us generally good-hearted
feminists a bad name. They invest large amounts of
time in searching for things that degrade women.
And when they find it, look out. All hell will break
loose and you’ll never hear the end of it.
While women are still only making around 60
cents for every dollar a man makes, the feminazi
would want $2 for every dollar a man makes. The
true feminist should want one dollar for every dollar that a man makes.
The feminazi is an unsmiling, hostile, angry,
Lorena Bobbitt-type female who would slaughter
men, or cut off certain valuable appendages, if it
were legal. Feminazis don’t lighten up when you try
to tell them that they’re getting all worked up over
nothing. Anything remotely degrading to women is
always a major issue with the feminazi.
Its true men have been reigning superior for
too long. Women have been kept in the kitchen
and the home for enough time as it is. It’s time
women assert themselves and not take it anymore.

’It’s no wonder men today are
scared and intimidated by
women. A man can never be sure
if who he meets is an evil, "mow
all men down," man-hating
feminazi
The anger women have is justified and this anger
should propel them to change things. There is
inequality, and the change should be toward equality, not toward dominance and superiority.
It’s no wonder men today are scared and intimidated by women. A man can never be sure if who
he meets is an evil, "mow all men down," man-hating feminazi or a feminist who only wants her feminine strength recognized.
Women have come far since the suffragettes of
the 1920s, But if we are ever going to catch up completely, feminazis need to lose the "castrate all
males attitude because with it, all women will only
encounter resistance.
Heather Hays is a Daily staff writer

Nelson A. Lopez,
Senior Advertising

Forum Page Policies
The SPARTAN DAILY provides a
daily Forum to promote a "marketplace of ideas." Contributions to the page are encouraged from students, staff, faculty and others who are interested in the university at large.
Any letter or column for the
forum page must be turned in
to Letters to the Editor’s box in
the SPARTAN DAILY newsroom,
Dwight Bente] Hall 209, or to
the information booth in the
Student Union.
Articles may also be mailed
to the Forum Editor, The SPAR-

/don’t agree with much uber-conservative
Rush Limbaugh has to say, but his idea of the
feminazi is one that has got me thinking.
"Feminazi" is a fairly new word (it’s not even on
the InfoTrac yet!) to describe a woman, stereotypically, who is not only feminist, but a lesbian (usually) who staunchly believes that the entire male
species should be wiped out in one big, swift move
of the hand.
Well, I admit it. Males are fun to make fun of. My
roommates and I have the "dumb men jokes" displayed on our refrigerator. We constantly bitch and
moan about all the lame things they do and compare them disfavorably to their celluloid likenesses.
But, come on! For all the B.S. that comes along
with them, I like men enough to at least let them
share the planet with me.
That’s where the ferninazis come in. I have a feeling that they would tell me that I am not feminist
because I am a "man-lover." That’s like saying I’m
not white because I get along with black people.
Feminazis are giving us generally good-hearted

Submissions become the
property of the SPARTAN DAILY
and will be edited for clarity,
grammar, libel and length.
Categories available to nonDAILY staff members are:
Campus Viewpoint 300 to
500 word essays on current
campus, political or personal
issues. Submissions should be
well researched.
Letters to the Editor: Up to
200 words responding to a certain issue or point of view. If
they are longer, they may edited
for length.

Controversy Corner
Should convicted
rapists be castrated for
their crimes? Is this
cruel and unusual punishment? Tell us about
it. Write a
letter to the editor.
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Sculpture: Bay Area artist sculpts memorial
From page I

The San lose State calendar

the Bay Area. She was chosen
as the sculptor for this memorial
because she was interned in California from 1942-43. The
memorial depicts some of her
own experiences.
Her other works include the
mermaid fountain at Ghirardelli
Square and the people on the
steps of the San Francisco Grand
Hyatt Hotel in Union Square.
Pieces of her work are on display
in the Guggenheim Museum,
the Whitney Museum of Ameri-

Call 924-2707

Today

M.E.CH.A.

(CHICANO

ANIAMANIACS: Ah! My STUDENT MOVEMENT OF
Goddess 1, Patlabor 23-26; AZTLAN): Raza Day ComTenchi Muyoh 2, 3p.m., mittee Meeting, 2-4p.m.,
Engineering Auditorium, Chicano Library Resource
Room 189. Call Ronnie Center, WLN, Room 307.
Kwong 259-9134
MUSLIM STUDENT ASSOCICHINESE CAMPUS FEL- ATION: Friday Prayer,
LOWSHIP: Picnic at Vasona
Lake
County
Park,
2:15p.m., Joe West Hall,
San Fernando St. and S. 9th
St. Call Wingfield 2526876
DIRECT ACTION ALLIANCE:

12:45-2:00p.m., BC 121.
Call Aziz 510/785-9169

Mutual funds are a great way
for novice inve-.ors to take
advantage of potentially high
stock returns. With more than
3,500 funds to choose from,
selecting the right one can be
difficult
Mutual funds allow investors
to buy into a diversified portfolio
of stocks and bonds. Diversification reduces the risk associated
with investing in just one company.
The fund’s investment decisions are made by professional
managers who follow trends in
the stock market
Simply stated, mutual fund
companies purchase a number
of stocks or bonds and sell
shares for this group of stocks as
if they were from a single company.
The fund’s share value or net
asset value (NAV) changes when
the price of the stocks that comprise it fluctuate either up or
down.
Understanding some fundamentals of mutual-fund investing
will allow novice investors
to make well-informed decisions.

LATTER DAY SAINT STU- dents, faculty and staff organizations
DENT ASSOCIATION: Friday for free. Deadline is 5 p.m., two days
publication. Fomis are asailahie
Forum; Volleyball and before
at the Spietan Daily, DBH 209, limitSnacks, 12:30p.m., San ed space may force reducing the manJose Institute of Religion. lier of entrits.

Call 286-3313

Club
General Assembly or committee
and by caucusing with other delegates to try and get resolutions
we are in favor of passed, or
block ones our country is
against," Field said.
’The simulation follows the
same rules and procedures that
are actually used at the United
Nations," Field said. "Which is a
common format for group discussions, resolving differences
and negotiating issues around
the world.
"As a simulation, I think it is a
really valuable learning tool to
see how things actually work,"
he said. "It is very useful for getting students to empathize with
something that’s not happening
in the United States and be a
proponent for another point of
view."
The United Nations Association helps facilitate this type of
club on campuses around the
country.
Through the U.N.A. there
are 150 conferences for M.U.N.
clubs around the count! y.
U.N.A. has over 60,000 high
school and college students
involved.
U.N.A., based in New York,
deals with shaping United states
foreign policy and strengthen-

ing the U.N. system, said Brian
Takenaka, a program director
for U.N.A.-U.S.A. Campus Network.
Takenaka works to bring college and high school students
into the larger activities and
operations of U.N.A..
Through participating in the
M.U.N. club, students get
involved with exploring political
problems and searching for
solutions.
"U.N.A. is concerned about
many international issues such
as AIDS, peace, equality and
environment," Takenaka said.
"U.N.A. tries to spread understanding of these issues."
U.N.A. offers three basic services to the college students
through the M.U.N. club.
It provides networking with
other students, leadership training, as well as information and
resources on United Nations
issues.
The M.U.N. club is open to
all students.
’There are so many issues in
the world today between economics, environment and social
issues that anyone can participate," Field said.
The next meeting will be
held Tuesday at 3 p.m. in the
Student Union Almaden room.

SANTA CLARITA, Calif.
(AP) A tenacious cat made
the most of her nine lives by surviving in a locked closet for 41
days after the Jan. 17 earthquake.
Tiffany ran into a storage
closet during the quake and was
accidentally locked inside.
She was discovered Sunday,
dehydrated, starving and barely
conscious.
Veterinarians at the Animal
Clinic of Santa Clarita called her
survival little short of miraculous.
"She’s an amazing cat.
She used up about eight of her
nine lives on this one,"
said veterinarian Sandy Sanford.
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Within’ exhibit," Rubin said. "It
was really a matter of when we
could do the dedication."
According to the San Jose
office of cultural affairs, Feb. 19
was Remembrance Day. It was
the anniversary of the day in
1942, when President Franklin
D. Roosevelt signed Executive
Order No. 9066, "authorizing
the Secretary of War to prescribe
military areas" keeping JapaneseAmericans from enjoying the
rights guaranteed them by the
Constitution

National Asian Pacific America!’
Bar Association in Washington
D.C. He has also received awards
from the American Civil Liberties Union and the Earl Warren
Civil Liberties Union.
According to Rubin, the
unveiling of the sculpture coincides with the San Jose Museum
of Art’s exhibition of paintings
and photos from World War II
Japanese-American internment
camps.
"We did try to coordinate the
unveiling with the ’View from
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Lawmaker to leave
after first term, cites
illness for departure
SACRAMENTO (AP) -Assemblywoman Kathleen Honeycutt of Hesperia said Thursday she is suffering from deteriorating health caused by a
rheumatic disease and said she
will not seek re-election.
The 53-year-old Republican
said she would stay on the job
through December.
Honeycutt represents the
34th Assembly District, which
covers San Bernardino, Kern
and Invo counties.
"It (her disease) is related to
the joints and its painful. The
34th District is the largest
Assembly district in the state,
and it requires a lot of traveling
and long hours," said Honeycutt spokesman Brad Mitzelfelt.

can Art and many other institutions throughout the country.
Fred Korematsu, another
keynote speaker, won a landmark case in 1944 when the U.S.
Supreme Court upheld his conviction for violating his internment orders. This was the first
time that the Court held racebased restrictions under the
scrutiny of the Equal Protection
Clause.
Korematsu has been honored
across the country by many bar
associations, including the

Investing in no-load mutual funds

SIKH STUDENT ASSOCIATION: Meeting, 12:30p.m.1:30p.m., Council Chambers Room, SU. Call
Parvinder 924-8736
SJSU FENCING CLUB:
Meeting and Practice,
5:30p.m.-7p.m., SPX 089.
Call John Sullins 280-6019

Meeting; "Fighting The
Brutality of the Police,"
7p.m., San Jose Peace Center, 48 S. Seventh St. near
San Fernando. Call Juan
Haro 236-3765
SpartaGuide is available to SJSU stu-

From page 1

FRIDAY
Catfish Po Boy
Caesar Salad
Seafood Bisque

fund ownership are 12-b-1

fees, which pay for marketing
and distribution costs. These
fees are considered excessive if
they are greater than .25 percent.
The length of time a fund
manager has been controlling
the fund is also important.
Past performance data is
directly
related
to
the
managers performance.
If a fund has been doing well
over a ten-year period with the
same manager, it may not do as
well with a different person at
the helm.
Past performance shows a
fund’s capability to earn a good
return.
Checking the data for
bear-market periods (market
declines)
also exposes a
fund’s volatility to down-turns.
One, three, five and ten-year
annual returns should be ana’redBottom line look for noload funds that do not charge
12-b-1 fees and have low operating fees with the highest performance possible.

A willing heart helps a broken heart.
Blood Give a little so someone can live.

SJSU BLOOD DRIVE
MONDAY, March 7 and
TUESDAY, March 8
10 am to 4 pm
Loma Prieta Room, Student Union
Sponsored by the Arnold Air Society
and the Phi Gamma Deltas
"PLEASE BRING IDENTIFICATION"
Prepare to donate by following a bw fat healthy
diet bebg Wel/ rested, and increasing fluid intake.

*.

a
To get
ahead,
run
with
the
leader.

Free choksterol screening with each donation!
STANFORD MEDICAL SCHOOL BLOOD CENTER
(415) 725-3804

You should be proud of sour college record. YOU saw
window of opportunity and sou took advantage ot it. with
hard work, determination. andtmallvsuccess And
your timing couldn’t he better because right now 1.!11
Logic is poised for J siinil,ur.pportunitsa perfect
convergence of our new technologies and market demands
A decade ago we pioneered AS11; technology _
a semiconductor technologs that alltsws electronics
manufacturers to design their own integrated circuits Since
then. we’ve led the ASK’ industrs to another levelsvstem
level integration. Our new technologs allows our Desiene,
to put a complete system on a single chip ..and our F F
(1.5 million gate technologs process provides the nwa:
manufacture it.
But we can’t continue to lead the industrs aloneand
that’s where vou conic in Our success has created
challenging engineering opportunities for von in the

CAD

SOFTWARE

CIRCUIT PESO

love

if:111

ON-CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
Friday, March 18th
If sou are reads- to set the winning pace for innovation and
rim with the leader, then contact Cynthia
Sakuma.
1;ollege Relations Program Manager. LSI Logic
Corporation, 1551 McCarths Itls d \Is A 166. Milpitas.
X is 4
‘,,
I A .45055 (am ill 4;110
IR %1 I I /I, ml IIi V
11’1X)RTUNITY MI’l

FF1EE Appetizer
With Dinner and this Ad

150

111

So. First St., Downtown
San Jose In The Pavilion

(408)298-1000
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,
(800)ORLEANS ’

INNOVATION TO REAWATION
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AIDS

Kerr: Alcohol may decrease sperm count

From page I
"The deaf community is
small, like a small town where
everyone knows one another,"
Lester said, adding that others
simply don’t know how to seek
help or run up against a communication barrier.
"There is a full HIV service
center for the deaf in San Francisco," Lester said. if deaf people don’t want to use our services, they can use any agency
with an interpreter.
"A person who is deaf and
HIV (infected) is like being dou-

bly disabled. The accomplishment I hope to see from the
conference is to empower the
consumer so they don’t experience discrimination as much,"
Lester said.
Though the conference is
unique to Santa Clara County,
the concept is not
Lester has attended at least
two others similar in content,
one at UCLA and another at a
workshop hosted by the World
Institute on Disabilities.
Students and disabled persons are free. All others pay $10.

CalTrain chooses downtown
San Francisco for new station
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
CalTrain officials on Thursday
chose a new site for a downtown
station, hoping the new location
will dramatically increase weekday train ridership.
The Peninsula Corridor joint
Power Board unanimously recommended the site at Market
and Beale streets, one of nine
under consideration, spokeswoman Rita Haskin said.
The tri-county transportation
board will use the recommendation to begin working on ways to

1

fund the new station, Haskin
said.
The decision follows years of
debate, studies and funding
delays. Riders have long complained that the current station
at Fourth and Townsend streets
is too far from the city’s bustling
financial district.
Weekday ridership on the
trains is currently 20,000.
The board also voted to
retain the Transbay Terminal as
a secondary option for further
study, Haskin said.

.15CA EVERY THURSDAY
OZ. BEERS!

ii0 oi,ck

cp 0,9. ,ip.c.00

6PM TO MIDNIGHT

OPEN UNTIL 3AM
THU.,FRI., & SAT.

,,,, Pcor c.N4,,,pOxl 1,-11
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study is funded by a four-ytar
federal research grant, she first
began her alcohol research by
tooling at the brain.
Among Kerr’s discoveries, she,
along with her colleagues from
UCLA and Indiana, found that
alcohol is metabolized in only
certain regions of the brain.
Kerr said that these locations
were the same regions of the
brain destroyed by chronic alcoholism.
She said that alcohol causes
memory loss, a lack of balance, a
slurred speech pattern and other
central nervous system problems.
"Even in the sober alcoholic,
someone who has not been
drinking for many, many years,
(he or she) often still displays the
problems with balance and
speech. And they have permanent memory loss," she said.
"The reasons for this were
never clearly understood until
recently. We have proposed that
it is related to the metabolism of
alcohol in these locations. That
indeed these portions of the
brain are destroyed permanently
with the drinking. And this is the
reason people have short-term as
well as long-term effects depending on how much alcohol they
consume and for how long."
Kerr has not only concentrated on the brain.
In the study, she and her colleagues have also examined the
testes, trying to see if alcohol is
metabolized in this area as well.
According to Kerr, male alcoI holies may become sterile,
encountering sperm count probI lems.
Kerr said the more males

ROCK N TACOS I

HEALTH-MEX
I
"
131W. SANTA CLARA ST.I
LS BLOCKS WEST OF CAMPUS)
.

993-8230 I
E X PI REi 3/25/94

om

Two essential
ingredients
for a perfect
date:
A date and this.

drink, the lower the sperm in turn is broken down into
count.
acetate. Strangely enough,
Ultimately, they are unable to acetate is harmless, unlike alcofertilize eggs. Once they stop hol and acetaldehyde, which are
drinking, and several years have toxic.
passed, the sperm count rises
In fact, Kerr said that humans
again.
generate acetate all the time
Kerr
said
that
other from the foods we eat.
researchers in the field have rea"It’s no big deal. The kidney
soned that the cause of sterility is will just get rid of it," Kerr said,
due in large part to liver metabo- speaking of the harmless effects
lism.
of acetate.
They feel that when the liver is
Kerr’s study is looking at the
damaged by alcohol, hormones enzyme called ADH that converts alcohol into acetaldehyde.
are also affected.
They believe that when the According to a medical dictionary,
the
liver and horfunction of
mones are not
an enzyme is
functioning propbreak
to
erly, the testes ’Alcohol is the
complex subreact accordingly.
in
problem
largest
stances into
However,
the United States. forms that
although Kerr said
may then be
this may be true,
It’s up there with
used by the
her study suggests
that perhaps there
AIDS and cancer.’ body,
"You usumay be a local poiJoanne Ken.
ally think of
soning occurring
Profemor, biology
toxic comwithin the body.
pounds
"We are looking
metabolized
at that issue to see
by the liver. The
if we can determine
if alcohol is indeed broken down liver is a kind of clearinghouse
locally, producing this toxic for toxins. This enzyme is located
product in its metabolism. The in the liver and that is where you
reason alcohol is damaging to would expect to find it. But she’s
the brain, the reason it may be find it in all kind of tissues,"
damaging to the testes, or any- Sneary said, explaining the
where else, is because it produces importance of Kerr’s research.
Kerr is also studying the
this product that is highly toxic.
This product will damage and effects of alcohol on the lungs to
destroy nerves, and we suspect see if this enzyme affects this part
damage and destroy spermato- of the body as well.
"If this lung tissue has this
zoa," she said.
Kerr said that the toxic prod- enzyme, then is the lung being
uct is called acetaldehyde. She exposed to this toxic, acetaldefurther explained that in the hyde, on a regular basis when
metabolic process, alcohol is con- people drink? And if they are
verted into acetaldehyde which smoking and drinking, is this the

reason why lung cancer is so
prevalent in people that smoke
and drink?, she said, as she
explained the questions she faces
in her study.
is it because you are combining the nicotine from cigarettes
with the toxin, acetaldehyde?
This is a very real risk in the
development of lung cancer."
In order to accomplish the
findings, Kerr said that the study
experiments with the tissues of
rats to see how alcohol affects
the brain, testes, kidneys and the
lungs.
Kerr and her colleagues isolate the ADH liver enzyme from
rats.
Rats have the ADH within
their body because Kerr speculates that in the wild, rats eat
spoiled fruit, wik.ch naturally
generates alcohol
"It’s like fermented grapes.
That’s how we get wine. Rats do
the same thing. Rats will eat fermented fruit. They consume
alcohol inadvertently," she said.
After a complex process, Kerr
is able to localize which cells and
which tissues contain the enzyme
by using a staining process.
"The cells that contain the
enzyme will stain very deeply
brown. And the cells that do not
contain the enzyme are not
brown," she said.
Kerr also uses appropriate
controls in the experiments.
Controls are used to verify experiment findings.
Kerr said that she doesn’t nag
or preach to college students
about why or why not they
shouldn’t drink excessively.
Instead, she shows them the
study’s findings and lets them
reach their own conclusions.

Job Fair
From page I

dress professionally and bring
Melkonian said students who rØsumØs.
Melkonian said students often
attended the job fair made many
contacts. ’Those students who need to start toward a career
did come and were prepared with a job on the periphery of
had a good day. Those who were their field.
"Students need to see the
focused are going to make out
future. The distance to a career
really well."
The students’ task now is to job may not be a direct line anyfollow up with company con- more. There are a lot of twists
tacts," Employer Relations Con- and turns on the road. A lot of
sultant Susan Taylor Endter said. little jobs will put you on a career
Students who missed the path," she said.
The Career Planning and
opportunity to attend the Summer and Coop job Fair can plan Placement center also coordito attend the last job fair of the nates on-campus interviews from
October through May.
school year.
Melkonian said February to
The Last Chance Job Fair is
scheduled for May 18 at the Stu- May is the heaviest recruiting
time.
dent Union.
Each employer interviews up
This job fair emphasizes job
opportunities for graduating to 12 students per day.
Students are required to regseniors.
Students are expected to ister for the interviews in

Delta Zeta
Congratulates their New Initiates
Charity Allison
Janel Angulo
Amy Black
April Hernandez
Kelly Jones
Staci Kawakami
Tiffany Lawson

Ashley Mendez
Kristina Meyer
Joanna Murphy
Jennifer Nelson
Natasha Rissanen
Stacy St. Louis
Shannon Tomkins

advance, sometimes as early as
the fall semester. This semester
only December ’93 graduates
and May/August ’94 graduates
are eligible.
Melkonian said only graduating seniors are eligible because
they will have the degree and the
availability for a full-time professional job.
The Career Planning and
Placement center recommends
researching
start
seniors
prospective companies in the fall
semester.
In the spring they should
beffin narrowing their Interests.
Students spend years of
studying. They’ve made an
investment of years to study
toward a goal. They need to look
at the job search as another class
requiring study and effort,"
Melkonian said.

BECOME A
ROAD SCHOLAR
IN YOUR
SPARE TIME.

Delta Zeta is always looking for new members to
join our sisterhood. For information on upcoming
events, call Tiffany McPherson at 971-2369

VISA

FREE TUITION!!!
That’s right) You can have free
tuition and books for the rest of
your college career. Also receive
$100 per month.

It’s everywilere
be:
Want to
YOU

..../111190111311.116.,,
WIWI%F.
1011101P 14.1

NM

Starting salary $26,000 rising to $41,000 in four years.
Seeking Nursing, Meteorology, Physics,
Electrical Engineering, Math majors, and under represented
minorities (any major).
0 Visa U 8 A In,- 1994

CALL CAPTAIN JEANNE GILMOUR 924-2966

One Motorcycle RiderCoune will
make you a better, safer rider. And
riding will become more fun.
Call 1-800-447-4700 for the
best education on the streets.
119111111111 OMIT MOM
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Mexican elections endangered
if rebels reject peace proposal
CRISTOBAL DE
laSAN
LAS CASAS, Mexico
(AP) - Rebels returned
Thursday to their remote villages with government promises for democratic reform and a
better life for Mexico’s Indians.
The government has been
eager to settle the rebel uprising, which began Jan. 1, before
it disrupts presidential elections scheduled for Aug. 21.
On Wednesday, the two
sides announced a tentative
accord on most of the insurgents’ demands, including possible economic aid for the
impoverished Indians and a
plege to hold a clean election.
e only obstacle to a peace
treaty is Indian approval of the
accord, negotiators for the
rebel Zapatista National Liberation Army said. No answer was
expected for weeks from the
Indians, who live in remote,

jungle regions.
Even if a peace treaty is
signed, the governing Institutional Revolutionary Party, or
PRI, will be under scrutiny to
change the way it has done
business and possibly put itself
at risk of losing power for the
first time since it took over in
1929.
Porfirio Munoz Ledo, a senator and member of the opposition, told Guatemalan journalists Wednesday that the Zapatista uprising "helped undress
the Mexican reality at an international level."
The tentative agreement
announced Wednesday after
10 days of talks promises
sweeping social and political
change in Chiapas, the state
where the Jan. 1 uprising
broke out. Nearly one-third of
the 3.2 million people in Chiapas are Indian.

Two suspects held in murder
of Freneh anti-mob legislator
TOULON, France (AP) Two men were charged
k.rsday
i
in the killing of a Parliament member who had crusaded against organized crime,
court sources said.
The suspects were charged
with asassination and attempted
accamination in the death of centrist legislator Yann Pait and the
wounding of her driver, said the
sources, who spoke on condition
of anonymity.
Mrs. Piat, 44, was killed by a
gunman who was riding as a pas-

senger on a motorcycle, firing at
her car as it approached her
home in Hyeres, near Toulon.
Epifanio Pericolo, 29, is
believed to have driven the
motorcycle and Denis Labadie,
27, is believed to have fired the
shots, police said.
Mrs. Piat’s driver told police
that the men fell off the motorcycle as they started their getaway. The suspects bore bruises
and scrapes indicating they had
suffered such an accident,
authorities said.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
ATTENTION PROFESSORS
Don’t leave home without mel
Experienced house sitter, pet
sitter & personal assistant
available for work. Good rates.
Call Cathy (408)971-3480.
OPINION POLL "PRO-CHOICE tor
men" Should aman be bound by a
woman’s unilateral decisions
regardingalunplannei pregnancy?
Hear the debate & register your
vote for legislative input. Call
1-900-287-9026. $2.50 min.
appx. 4 mins. 18 yrs. T/T regd.
Equinox Comm. 415435-8775.
DOYOU LOVE MINES liTCOXERS?
Non-profit Family Service Assoc. is
looking for daytime volunteers to
provide chilcicare for up to 4 hours
a week while their mothers attend
counseling sessions in dywntown
San Jose. Tue. 10am - 3pm., Wed.
9em- hoot, Thur. 5:30pm 8pm.
Call Child Watch at 2886200.
LOSE UP TO 151.11$ IN 15 DAYS!
For $14.95. 100% natural. 100%
guaranted. Free color brochure.
Call 1-800-672-0135.
NEW STUDENT DOTAL PLAN:
Office visits and x-rays no charge.
SAVE MONEY and your teeth.
Enroll now!
For brochure see A.S. Office or
call (800)655-3225.
100% PURE ADRENALJNE 11111!
Experience the thrill of free falling
from 10,000 feet at the Bay Area’s
only skydiving center. Cane pin us
for a tandem jump and enjoy your
first skydive with only 45 minutes
of training. For the true thrill seek
er, try an accelerated freefall
course and find yourself on the
fastest road to becoming a
certified ekyckver, starting with a as
ileta class and a mile long.freeiall
the sane day. Videos of your Jump
also available. Owned and operated by SJSU students and grads.
For more info call (510)634-’7575.

MUMMA
AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 years
’Great Rates for Good OrNers"
’Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers’
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
"Good Student "Family Multi-car"
CALL TODAY 296-5270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
NO OBLIGATION
Also open Saturdays 9-2.
$60.00 STUDENT DISCOUNT!
ASTORIA INSURANCE BROKERAGE
Auto, Jet Ski, Motorcycle,
Boat, Home owners Insurance.
’Alumni’ serving ’Students’
...Talk to me. I’ll help you.
DUI? Acclaims? Suspended Uc?
Cell me, (Don) 408247-3734.
Open on Set/Sun with spot. oMyl

FOR IALE
MOUNTAIN ONO USW NEW. only
10 months old. Glrls frame, 18
gears. $75. Call Kelly 879-9445.
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N. Korea gets
nuclear. arms
inspection
VIENNA, Austria (AP) Experts from the International Atomic Energy
Agency began inspecting North
Korean nuclear facilities Thursday for the first time in more
than a year.
Spokesman Hans-Friedrich
Meyer said at agency headquarters in Vienna that a seven-member team had started work at
Yongbyon, the location of a
large nuclear research complex.
The start of inspections follows months of stalling by North
Korea while concern mounted
among its neighbors and Western governments that it may be
hiding a nuclear-weapons program.
North Korea, however, still
refuses to allow outside visits to
two other sites that inspectors
suspect could be involved with
nuclear weapons.
IAEA officials have not conducted a full inspection at Yongbyon since February 1992,
although representatives were
allowed in last May and August
to change film and batteries in
monitonng equipment.
The current inspections,
expected to take about two
weeks, are intended to determine whether any nuclear materials have been diverted to possible weapons development.
North Korea says its nuclear
program is peaceful.
But it has resisted inspections
for a year, and at one point
threatened to pull out of the
Nuclear
Non-Proliferation
Treaty.
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Mosque massacre sparks new violence in Israel
RAMALLAH, Occupied
West Bank (AP) Israel freed 400 Palestinian prisoners Thursday in a further effort to soothe simmering
violence over the Hebron
mosque massacre, while Jewish
extremists grew more defiant
of efforts to rein them in.
The
government
has
released 1,000 prisoners in the
past three days. Yet there has
been no sign that outraged
Palestinians in the occupied
territories would stop protesting and or that their leaders
would return to stalled peace
talks.
"This release won’t change
the hatred between us and the

settlers," said I9-year-old Yasser
Shanibati, a Palestinian activist
freed Thursday.
As part of efforts to salvage
the peace process following the
massacre last Friday by a Jewish
settler, Prime Minister Yitzhak
Rabin’s
government
has
ordered the army to disarm 18
militant settlers and banned
them from Palestinian areas.
The crackdown has focused
on Kach and Kahane Lives,
militant Jewish anti-Arab movements inspired by the late
extremist Meir Kahane. The
mosque gunman, Baruch
Goldstein, was a Kahane follower.
Settler leaders Thursday

Classified
The SPARTAN DAILY
nukes no ebb lot products or
aldose advertised below me le
there any guerentee implied. The
obsoleted column of the Spuyten
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and derby are not approved or
refilled by Vie newspaper.
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called on the extremist Jews to
resist being disarmed. One
leader, Uri Arid, said settlers
shouldn’t use violence against
troops.
But the crackdown sharpened their confrontation with
the government.
Five Kach members were
arrested Thursday trying to disrupt a Jerusalem demonstration protesting the massacre.
Two Kach leaders have been
detained since Sunday. Three
others are fugitives.
One of the fugitives, Nathan
Levy, brazenly attended a brief
news conference Thursday in
Jerusalem with nine Kach
activists, some carrying guns.

Phone: 924-3277 III FAX: 924-3282

GREEK

COUNSELOR/SKILLS TRAINER to
work with DD adults. 6 mo exp.
CONGRATS GAMMA PLEDGE $6./hour. Fremont 5102260505.
CLASS! With lots of kw & support.
Garma Chapter, Sigma Oirdcron Pl. SECURITY. 57.0010 $12-00/14L
Security / Control Center / EPAT’s
Weekly Pay Checks.
HELP WANTED
Medical/ Dental / Vacation Pay.
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
Full-time or Part-time.
wanted for Associated Students Stes M. iAew/Milpitas/SJ/S Clara
Leisure Servioes on campus. Must
No experience Necessary.
Day shift starts: 6, 7 or 8 am.
be a current student, available to
Swing shift starts: 3 or 4 pm.
work between 12 - 20 hrs/wk
(flexible, can work around your Grave shift starts: 11 or 12 pm.
Apply. 8am - 5pn, Mon.- Fri.
classes). Macintosh experience
Vanguard Security Services
preferred. Stating rate $6-6.50/hr
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara.
dependrg on previous experience.
Apply by Mar, 25 in the Students
Activities Office. For more info, EARN FANTASTIC MONEY QUCKLY
please pick up a position Wouldn’t it be great to be a
announcement In the Student student & earn 2 - 4k net? It’s
Activities Office or call 924-5950. possible. An environmentally
conscious co. is looking for highly
MANAGERS (SEASONAL). motivated individuals. If you’re one,
Looking for two highly motivated, call for an appointment at
aggressive, reliable people to 4087276190 a 510745-8681.
manage ’Airbrush T-shirt’ and
’Ride Photo’ concessions at local
EARN GREAT MONEY!
Environmental company
amusement park. P/T weekends
in sping & fall, F/T during summer.
expanding in the Bay Area
Minimum of 2 yrs supervisory or seeks motivated individuals with
good people skills. PT/FT.
management experience in a
retail environment required. If you
Training provided.
have excellent communication
408262-1442.
and organizational skills, call
1-800-822-5565 Ref: PGAMM.
HIRING SUMMEA MANAGEMENT
NOW! College Pro Painters.
COMPUTER TECHS TANDEM established in 1971. Outlet
1. Hardware techs experienced Manager positions available
w/unix, workstations & networks. in Northern California. Average
2. Software techs experienced summer profit $8,000. Call
w/compiler languages, unix 8, 1-800-392-1386 for info.
SQL data bases, and X-terminal
systems. Part-time school year, POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLE!
full-time other. Top pay. Contact Many positions. Great benefits.
Dick Sillan, 924-3928. Leave Call 1-800436-4365 eat. P-3310.
message and send resume
to room Eng. 491 box.
OA CRUISE TRAVEL Employment
Guide. Earn big $85 + travel the
world free! (Caribbean, Europe,
$7. - $11/ HOUR
Driver must have own car, ins.
Hawaii, Asial) Hurry, busy spring &
DMV. FT/PT flex hrs. Next to summer seasons approaching.
for
student.
campus. Great Pik*
Free student travel club memberPizza A Go Go
ship! Cal (919)929-4398 eat C181
117 E San Carlos at 3rd ST.
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING- Earn up
ACUFACTS, INC.
to $2,000+/mo on Cruise Ships
Security guards/patrol officers
or Land-Tour comnpenws. Summer
Full-time/Part-time. All shifts.
& Full-time employment available.
No exp necessary. For info. call
Apply Mon.-Fri. 8am-6pm.
1-2066340468 ext. 08041.
555D Meridian Ave. San Jose.
(405)2886590.
NATIONAL PARK $UMMER KIDS
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS Over 25,000 openings! (Including
Currently hiring for various full & hotel staff, tour guides, etc.)
part- time teaching positions for Benefits + bonuses! Apply
preschools & school-age programs now for best positions. Call’
(extended day care). ECE units 1-206545-4804 ext. N6041.
required for both preschool &
school-age programs or elementary
education units may apply for
school-age programs only. Experi- 18D: $850 / STUDIO: $525.
ence preferred. Substitute posi- Deposit $250. One week free!
tions available, flexible schedule Nice bldg. Walk to SJSU.
does riot interfere with your school HMS: 997-8200 x335.
or study krnel Advancement opportunities available with our 20 RENT A SPACIOUS 1 BR. APT.
schools located throughout the bay In landmark bldg. Huge windows,
area. Medical/Dental benefits miniblinds, new appliances
available for full-time employees. incl. D.W. & disposal, A/C.
Please call 408/257-7326 to Neutral carpet, intercom entry,
discuss yes interest & availability. gated covered parking, laundry
room.Great views! 1 blk from
MAINTENANCE MECHANIC: campus. 2 persons Olt Rent from
Aquatic Center. Must be able to $640. Aspen Vintage Tower
perform predictive, preventive & 297-4705.
corrective maintenance of equipment & facilities. Ability to read 19201 1 IBORM. APARTMENT.
plans ard/or troubleshoot canctex Unique! Parking, hardwood, yard.
electrical, mechanical control Financially responsible, clean
systems. Knowledge of Cal/Osha quiet & sober. Single occupancy.
regulations & water treatment. $575. + deposit. 551 S. 6th St.
Performs other duties as needed. Mike 292-3239.
Min. of 2 yrs In cool maintenance
and/or water treatment. 35 years 710 S. 11* STREET APTS. Large
m./2 be. $695. -$745. /Too.
of general building maintenance. 2
25-35 hours per week, $11.50 - Responsive management. Walk or
$13.00 /hour. For Job descrIpUon ride bike to school. Very clean,
& application, call 4089246345, roomy & remodeled. Secured
Caryn Morley. SJSU is an Equal entrance. Laundry facilities. Cable
TV. Ample perking. Call 2889157.
Opportunity Employer.

HOUSING

ROOM FOR RENT IN SUNNYVALE
Share new condo w/ avritrs. Wash
& dryer, coded undergmd parking,
hot tub & swimming pool. Room
has own balcony, fully furnished.
$390./mo. Call Chip 736-0929.
2 Beelnicen ApertMeat $750/mo.
Security type budding
Secure Parking
Close in
Modem Building
Free Basic Cable service
Laundry Room
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
(408) 295-6893.
BRAND NEW EVERYTHING!
Be the first to occupy these
newly upgraded units. Studios.
one and two bedrooms from
$525. 1/2 block from SJSU.
Parking. Cable ready. Ask about
move in bonus. $400. dep.
No pets. 55 South 6th St.
408-292-5174.
WILLOW GARDEN APTS.
408-998-0300. Minutes from
San Jose State. Spacious 2
bdrm. apts. with 2 full baths.
Ideal for students and roommates. Swimming pool, saunas,
weight room & club house.
Quality living at a reasonable
rate. 1750 Stokes St.

=MEE
50% D6COUNT1
Permanent Cosmetics by Tnsh.
Enhance your natural beauty!
Eye Liner - Lips - Eyebrows.
Expires June 1st, 1994.
4083793500
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow
621 E. Campbell Ave. *17,
Campbell, CA 95008.
LEGAL SERVICES
Criminal Defense
Drunk Driving
Theft Charges
Drug Charges
Personal Injury
Auto/Motorcycle injuries
Slip & Fall injuries
No fee if no recovery.
BEHEAD, LAW OFFICES
111 N. Market St. #336. San Jose
Tel: 408.971-3661.

Certain advertisements In
these column may refer
the reader to specific
telephone models or
addressee for edidonal
InfomiatIon. Classified
readers should be ieridnibel
that, when meting these
Bather contacts, they
should require complete
infonnetion before serdng
money AN goods or services. In addition, readers
should carefully investigate
firms offering employment
listings or coupons (or
discount vacations or
merchandise.

ELECTROLYSIS CUM.
Unwanted hair removed forever
Specialist. Confidential.
Your own probe or disposable.
335 S. Baywcod Ave. San Jose
247-7488.
EXPEMINCED EDITOR WLL POUSH
your essay, report, proposal,
thesis, or letter till it shines! Your
success depends upon the quality
of your writing. Call Dave Bolick,
510-601-9554. VISA/MASTERCARD. FAX. Emergencies 0.K

FREE SERVICES to currently
enrolled students. CAREER
PLANNING AND PLACEMENT
offers job listings, job search
assistance, Job fairs, career
counseling, interest testing,
MEN & WOMEN BARE IT ALLI career workshops, and career
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL. /employer info. Register for the
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing or 24 hour job hotline. Visit BC13
using chemicals. Let us perma- orcall 9246033 for details.
nently remove your unwanted hair.
Back - Chest - Lip - Bikini - Chin Tummy etc. Students & faculty SERVICES FINANCIAL
receive 15% discount. First app?.
1/2 price if made before June 30, $ HOME - BASED BUSINESS $
1994. Hair Today Gone Tomorrow, Home based businesses are
621 E. Campbell Ave. #17, growing at an alarming rate.
Campbell . (408) 379-3500.
Cash In on this money melting
opportunity and get your share
PROFESSIONAL BODY MASSACIE of this multi -million dollar
Give yourself a healthy gift
a year legitimate industry.
you can afford. 1 hr session
’No gimmicks’. Learn how you
$25.0011
can earn as much as 550.000.
Swedish Or sports massage.
within the next 3 months.
House calls also. Call Paul at
HURRY! Please send $5.00,
7364929.
for an informational packet. to
L.J. Marketing, P.O. Box 10429
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST San Jose, CA 95157-0325.
w/B.A. and 15 years experience
is now accepting students wishing CORPORATE SCHOLARSHIPSIII
to excel at guitar or bass. All The private sector wants to fund
levels and styles apply Beginning. your education! Billions of 8$ in
Intermediate, and advanced in corporate financial aid goes
jazz, rock. fusion, blues, funk, unclaimed each year. Why?
reggae and folk. Call Bill Ireton at People don’t know where or how
408298-6124.
to apply for it. Learn how to tap
Into this valuable resource.
YOUR UNCLE OWES YOU MONEY Call now: 408,236.3747.
If Uncle Sam has a refund for you.
get I h time for SPRING BREAK by $5 MONEY FOR COLLEGE $$
electronically filing your completed $1 3 5 million unclaimed!
federal tax return at ha Walls & Ca Scholarship matching
For a low $60. you can get your guaranteed! FREE Informative
refund in as soon as 2 weeks. booklet! 24 hour recording!
Call 280-5690 for your $$ nowl
Call now! Toll Free!
1(800) 434-6015 ext 1210.

$5 BILLIONS available for your DESKTOP PUBUSHING
education, all students Qualify! Business cards, resumes, flyers.
Free message (800)666-GRAD.
postcards, papers. 800 DP laser.
Best rates available. 867-2730.

WORD PROCESSING

HAMVARDFREMONTUNION OTY
Wordprocessing and typing;
All work accepted!! Reports
Theses Proficient with APA,
MLA, and Turabian formats;
Quick & Speedy turnaround;
WP 5.1, Laser printer. Call me
7 days a week 7 am to 10 pm.
Suzanne Scott 510/441-0504.

I SPECSALIZE IN TYPMG FOR DIG.
students. 10 years experience.
$4/page. References available.
Pat nefonef 408-559-9390. Apple
computer.

EXPERIENCED Word Processor.
Retired secretary. Let me do
the typing!! Resumes, term
papers, theses, etc. Grad
& undergrad. IBM Computer.
WORD PROCESSING / TYPING. Laser printer. Fax machine.
West San Jose/Cupertino. APA+ Nortary Public. Appointment
’ Term papers Group projects necessary. Call Anna at
’ Thesis ’Letters Applications 972-4992
Rectres ’Tape transcription, etc.
kissing/Math/Science/English. TUTOR/WORD PROCESSOR. Mac
Laser printer. Days & evenings. Laser. Prid ctryscs. Matt. eleditrics,
7 days. SUZANNE, 448-5858. hgures. graphs. Bryan 245-4016.
PROFESSIONAL Weed Premeekag.
Theses, term papers, group
projects, resumes, letters. etc.
All formats. especially APA.
Experienced, dependable, quick
return. Transcriptions available
Almaden / Branham area.
Cali Linda (408)264-4504
CALL MARCIA 2669446
for Word Processing Services
Edit 8. Format Specialist for
Theses/Projects/Term Papers.
APA Twableri MLA
Grammar. Puna., Phrasing
Tables, Graphs. & Charts
Will also edit disks.
600 dpi Laser Printing
Resumes/Cover Letters
Intemellowel Students Welcome
10 minutes from campus!

AFFORDABLE & EXPERIENCED
Professional Word Processing!
Theses. Term Papers. Nursing &
Group Projects. Resumes. Letters.
Manusolpts, etc. WordPerfect 5.1,
HP Leiser II All formats specialarg
in APA. Spelling. punctuation and
grammatical editing. Free disc
storage Ali work guaranteed! Worry
free, dependable, and prompt
service. To avoid disappointment.
call -(ow to reserve your time! Carl
PAM 247-2681 (8am-8pm). plus
Sere Adenoma 109 Per Relemil

EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Science and Englix.h papers/
theses our specialty Laser printing. Free spell check arid storage.
APA. Turabian and other formats.
Resumes, editing. graphics
and other services available.
Masterson’s Word Processing.
‘i HATE TO TYPEI*
If this got your anemia, give your CPI Paul or Virginia 408251-0449.
self a break. Let me do it for you!
Pick up and delivery - $1.00. MVO PROFESSIONAL Expodenes.
Resumes, term papers & theses. Typing & transcription for ALL your
APA format. $2.00 per double needs including COLOR. Copying.
spaced page / 5.00 minimum. binding & FAX available. Pick up
& delivery. REASONABLE RATES.
Cash only Call Julie 998-8354.
Timeliness & satisfaction
guaranteed.
Tutoring available
SANTA CLARA SECRETARIAL SERV.
(408) 984-2268 Near SCU. in some subjects. Contact Candi
at (4081369-8614.
Term Papers, Resumes, etc.

DAILY CLASSIFIED-ADVERTISING THAT WORKS!
Print your ad here.

Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.

LJOT1H_JEHITODECOODEIDOCIODEOCIODELJE1li
111111Hrl-FJEMOCIDOMOCITDDOOODOOE
JDOODEMOCEIODOODOODOD-1111E1
I I HI
[ HEMEJ_JOODEIDEJECHDOODOLIHEE1
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3 -line minimum
Mime
On
Two
Days
Dorf*
Day
$7
$9
$5
3 lines
$10
$S
4 lines
$6
$11
$9
$7
a Mines
$12
810
? Anse
SO
line
additional
each
$1 for

Please check
your classification:

WV.*

Ad Ftates:

Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

After the filth day, rate Increases by $1 per day.
First line (2E, spaces) in bold or no extra charge
Up to 5 additional words available in bold Ice S3 each

SEMESTER RATES
3-9 lines: $70. 10-14 lines: $90.
’ 15-19 lines: $110.

& Stole

Tv rode

Phone
Send check or money order to

Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Jose State Universfty,
San Jaw, CA., 96192-0145
Classified desk is located in Dwight Benin Hall Room 209
All ads are prepaid
Deadline Two days before publication
Consecutive putylicakons dates only le 1\10 refunds on cancelled ads
oummosin CALL (406) 994-3277

Announcements
- Automotive
- Electioncs
Foe Sale
- Greek
- Help Wanted
- Housing
- Lost and Found
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- Travel
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Theirre big and there brass. TheiIre jumping. . .
BY tarry Barrett
Spartan lkuh Stall lAnter

University has its
Duke
"Cameron (:razies" and
the University of New
Mexico has ’The Pit," but SJSU is
home to the unique and infamous
tradition of the lumping Tubas."
As members of the SJSU Pep
Band, this trio of heavy-set, tubatoting rabble-rousers attenyt to bring
an element of "big-time basketball
to an otherwise laid-back Spartan
crowd by hoisting their instruments into the air and jumping in
semi-synchronization behind the
backboard while opposing players
shoot free throws.
This glorious tradition began
four or five years ago, innocently,
as most great ideas do.
"We were at a game and we
had these big brass things on our
shoulders and decided we could
use them to distract the other
team’s free throw shooters," J.4.
Johnson, the originator, said. it s
effective. I figure it’s worth four
points a game."

AS
This year’s "Jumping Tuba"
squad is made up of Johnson,
Ryan Schlieper and Paul Baker.
On display at both men’s and
women’s games. the piston-like
blur of brass dances before
shooters’ eyes while accompanied by incessant stomping on
the wooden bleachers. Occasionally, the tubas are dismantled
and shaped into things resembling sombreros that are proudly
worn by the spirited musicians.
Such shenanigans have disrupted many enemy shooters, including reigning NBA Slam Dunk
champion and former UNLV
stand-out Isaiah Rider. Alas, some
folks don’t like the SJSU spin on
home-court advantage.
"Last December, a fan from
UC Santa Barbara came over
and told us we couldn’t jump."
Johnson said. "I asked him to
show me the rule that said we
couldn’t do it. The next free
throw we jumped and we never
saw the guy again."
Indeed, the Big West Confer-

ence rules as they pertain to
bands prohibit the playing of
instruments during play but
don’t outlaw the activities of the
"Jumping Tubas," according to
Lawrence Fan, SJSU Sports
Information Director.
And though the tradition began
at men’s games, it has evolved
include women’s games too.
’The band didn’t regularly play
at the women’s games, because
their games were in a different
building," said Scott Pierson, director of the Spartan marching band.
"We’d make up the bulk of the
cheering section. One time the referee stopped the game and told us
we couldn’t do it anymore. He
even threatened to punish the
team if we didn’t stop.
The band used to run from one
end of the court to the other, but
game management officials ruled
that it was "unsafe for the tuba players and anyone that might be in
the way while running."
This technicality didn’t dampen the spunky band’s spirit. Out

ANDY BARRONSPARTAN DAILY

Left to right: Paul Baker, Ryan Schlieper and J.J. Johnson are this year’s
of necessity, creativity helped to spirit, but physically they look
sloppy," senior social work major
overcome this obstacle.
"At the half, we’d have a cou- Ty Thompson said. "I don’t
ple tubas hang out in the conces- think they have much effect."
’They’re entertaining," sophosion stand along the concourse
and then, suddenly, they’d run more human performance
in and claim their seats behind major Katie Crowder said. ’They
the backboard and there was rattle the whole audience."
"Apparently, the SJSU band is
nothing the refs could do about
known throughout the conference
it," Pierson said.
"It’s good that they have team as the guys with the jumping

SJSU handles
Canadian team

PAl TAM suutun_lik.

Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Thursday’s 7-2 victory over the
Canadian National team gives
the SJSU baseball team some
much-needed confidence going
into this weekend’s three-game
series with the University of
Maine.
The exhibition win doesn’t
count in the official standings,
but any win is good news for the
Spartans (6-8), who snapped a
disappointing seven-game losing
streak with a 15-5 shellacking of
Cal on Wednesday.
"We went with our best players
because we wanted to get a little
streak going," head coach Sam
Piraro said. "We wanted to build
some momentum."
Piraro expressed concern
)ver the team’s inability to play
sound, fundamental baseball
throughout the seven-game
debacle.
"Our defense was just too
porous." Piraro said. "We were
making too many critical errors
at bad tittles. We weren’t control-

ling opponents’ running game
and our on-base percentage was
too low."
In the bottom of the fourth
inning, the Spartans broke a 2-2
deadlock with four runs on four
hits. Shortstop Jason Boesch’s
routine grounder turned into a
fielding nightmare as two Spartans scored on an error.
First baseman Tim Gavello,
who had a grand slam in the Cal
trouncing, ripped an RBI-double
that scored Boesch. Right fielder
Angelo Leber followed with a
single to plate Gavello, giving the
Spartans a 6-2 lead they would
not relinquish.
All facets of Piraro’s game
plan worked in unison as the
defense turned four double
plays and committed no errors.
Catcher Willie Moore gunned
down the only runner that challenged him and the offense
managed to bang out 10 hits and
draw four walks.
The upcoming Maine series
will be a stern test for the Spar-

Tucker triumphant
at golf tournament
Eagle putt on last hole wins it far SJSU senior
Spartan Daily Staff

Brian Tucker and Justin
Wright each shot one-under par
to lead the SJSU golf team over
Brigham Young University in the
Tucker Invitational.
Tucker and Wright each shot
71s to give the Spartans the fourstroke victory at the tournament.
held Sunday and Monday in
Guadalajara, Mexico. It is the
first tournament win for SJSU
since 1992.
SJSU finished the 54-hole tournament with a 896 team total. The
team’s 290 final round score was
the the lowest of any of the 10
teams on the 6,852-yard par 72
Guadalajara Country Club course.
"From day one in the fall, I
said this is going to be a pretty
good team," men’s golf coach
Dick Schwendinger said. "I still
believe that is true. We played to
our potential. We’re an NC.AA
Regional caliber team and can
be an NCAA Championship caliber team. It’s a decent way to
start the spring."
Host BYU was second with
900 and Oregon State, the
leader heading into the final
round, posted a 901 for third
place. Penn State finished with
904 for fourth place.
Tucker’s 71 was good enough
to earn co-medalist honors with
BYLI’s Brodie Berg. The senior
golfer made a 10-foot eagle putt
on the last hole for the tie.

"It’s going to
be a great confidence booster for him,"
Schwendinger
said. "He has
more raw ability than anyone
in my 10 years
Tucker
here. He’s trying to harness that ability now"
Three other Spartans finished
in the top 20 in the 50-player
field. Steve Woods tied for 10th
with 225. Wright shot 226 for
13th, his best finish of the year.
Freshman Aaron Oberholser was
14th with 227. Pomp Braswell
shot 237 to finish 32nd.

Tucker Mn. Golf kweseond
Goodell*. Cooney Club, per 72. 6162 *ed.
1.5250
2 BYU
3 moon State
4 Penn SW*
5 Bowe Slate
6 Guedekeara CC
7 Kornis-Sy
8 Use
9 Memo
10 Wcosier

MONEYAVAIIARIE FOR NEW
STI !DENTS, UPPER DIVISION,
POST GRAM WIT. STU DIE,S
IOLARSHIPs & GRANN
*
TIIAT Do Nur t [ANT TO
RE REPAID!!
* NOT All GRANTS RASED
oN CPA OR TEST SCORES’
* MEIN* OF FIINDs GUARANTEED AT No RISK To
APPLICANT!!
scHoLASTIC FUNDING ACCESS
21197 LEE DRIVE
LOS CATOS, CALIFORNIA 95030
1409) 353-1014

2.1411.210.5.1
306-301-293.900
229-303299401
291313300404
311306-302=918
3013C8-312419
3013.3132-315.925
311-317-310438
312312-327451
329-338319464

The New Face of Feminism
Women’s Week 1994
March 7th - March 10th
at the Student Union
JOHN LEESPARTAN DAILY

Arts and Craft Faire
Workshops
Events

Spartan second baseman Mike Carrigg tags out Corey Koskie of the
Canadian National team during a successful double play Thursday.
as they tune-up for the Spartan Classic which begins on
March 11.
"Maine has quality athletes,"
Piraro said. ’They attract some of
the best athletes on the East Coast.
We’re looking forward to it"
Saturday’s game is at 1 p.m.,

tans

with a double-header scheduled
to begin at 1 p.m. on Sunday.

Specified workshops of
events begin at 9:00 am
and are FREE!
for more information
call 924-6500

MU?, Cansgwi Nallarial Teem 2
101 000000-2 74
Camden National
101429 100-7 10 0
8. Jots SUM
Prernack Bannon (4), Boss (S) and Horswell. But1 (8)
lietheleln, Gwyn (4), LeWe (6), DesFloches (8), Snuth
(9) encl Moore WP Goma LP Premeck 29 0.14Canton (SJSU) %comb Camden Mellon* Team B.
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Need Money
For School?
135 MILLION DOLLARS
WILL GO UNUSED
IN 1994!!

Individual Isadore
1. Orlon Tuck., SJSU
774171-221
75-74-72221
Bold. Mop BYU
75-7472-222
3 140e Winery Kw
4 Ted WrubsIsie. Penn St 67.7848-223
5 Birl, Nelson. Ore Si
74-74-78-224
Dirk Ain....PItn nStts
72-76-76-224
73-79.72.224
8001
73-79-72-224
Todd Pence, BYU
Melt Thurmond, BYU
73-79.72-224
10. Steve Woods, 12280 714946224
73-77-75225
Luis Amapa, Guar!
Marty Janes Or. St
77.72-76-225
13
Wnipt. SJSU
72-83-71-226
IS. Aron Obmilolmr, SJSU 75.71.73-227
32. Pomp flmowol SJSU 10410.77.237

HENS GOLF

Spartans out-hit msztors in 7-2 victory
By Larry Barrett

’Jumping Tubas.’
tubas," Pierson said. "When a guy
misses, you’d like to think that the
tubas had something to do with it."
According to Johnson, the
fame that comes with being a
lumping Tuba" does have a significant drawback.
"It’s kind of hard to jump
around with 35 pounds of metal
on your shoulders," Johnson said.
"It’s not the easiest thing to do."

It’s Spnng Break do you know what your travel plans are? Why
not Go Greyhound’, see the U.S.A. and collect highly educational

expenences for your next teem paper with the Greyhound Spring
Break Companion Pass? Just buy one ticket by 4/30194, and get
second ticket free Share one with a friend (or freeloader) and leave
the books behind. Just remember to be back in time for finals,

I.

Greyhound’ Spring Break Companion Pass.
Yes, my roommate would like the free companion ticket
when I purchase one at the unrestricted walk-up fare.
(Mgr

Go

eyhouid

and leave the driving to us

Deatirogginn

Valaifor trip. ol more than 400 miles each arm I ontaxmon mutt travel on the tame mnerarv
%den mmt mese,,, coupon snd Bolden, ID t.k, advance purchate net-msary 141a08nut don
am* t:oupon mtg.% 411054 rfichn Agent Please on tanlf fue ticketing tnatructions
N 1/.4
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it) io04 Greyhound lanes, Inc

